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Introduction

The centrality of the politics of display in botany and natural history are
perhaps nowhere more pronounced than in the Kew Royal Botanic
Gardens, London. Artists have played a key role in botanising, and in the
transfer of botanical knowledge, not only as illustrators of the physical
characteristics of botanical subjects, but also in advancing the ways that
scientists (in this case study, those that study plant sciences at Kew) have
understood, named, represented, categorised and related to plants.
Highly sensitive, plants produce chemicals in response to touch, and to
those in their immediate environment. For instance, orchids store their
scents in pouches until they have need of them. Their colours entice the
males into the ‘pleasures of pseudocopulation’.1 Charles Darwin was
studying these phenomena in The Power of Movement in Plants (1880) –
although most closely associated with animal studies in the history of
science, Darwin was in fact also committed to botanical studies. His grand-
father ErasmusDarwin was famous for his poetic writing about ‘plant lives
and loves’.2

The following study of Marianne North’s plant portraiture, and
William Colenso’s naming, pursues the notion proposed by the anthro-
pologist of science Natasha Myers about the practices of plants that
bring them together in an affectively charged, multisensory partnership
with insects, humans, and so on. It is an ‘otherwise muted register’ of
observing the sensorial ingenuity and complexity of relation to other
species and the environment of plants that is thereby traced from
Darwin to the present. To the contemporary scholars that Myers, and
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by extension this article, refers, plants are expert practitioners, living
active rather than immobile lives.

This article analyses howMarianne North’s paintings present plants in
ways that engage with but also exceed the theories of her peers, such as
Darwin and Thomas Malthus. In so doing it positions her as one of the
artists that have made a crucial contribution to, and intervention within,
the field of botanical conflicts – though she has so far been overlooked
in contemporary artistic debates about plant artists.3

Marianne North dressed as an Old Testament prophet, photograph by Julia Margaret
Cameron, 1877, © Board of Trustees of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
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Photosynthesis: Marianne North,
Julia Margaret Cameron and the Sun

Julia Margaret Cameron is to pioneering art photography what Marianne
North is to global and site-specific plant portraiture. But what was shared
between Cameron and North about the definitions of natural science in
their representations as North sat for her portrait in Cameron’s garden
in Ceylon? Did they discuss the criticism they received about the lack of
objectivity in their work – work in which they intentionally rejected scien-
tific methods in favour of their artistic response?4 The female artist, pre-
sumed to be sentient or sensitive, nonetheless takes on a masculine,
predatory role of hunting plants, and through portraiture and photogra-
phy captures the object.

Travelling the world to hunt plants, North was mixing her limited
palette of paints, thereby contesting the ‘objective’ colouring of botanical
illustration by numbers and the authority and precision that came with it.5

Her mixing (of colours) extended to the plant protagonists of her pictures
that were shown in relation to each other (rather than using herbarium
specimens or single plant models suspended in white space). These exper-
iments with symbiosis are akin to Cameron’s use of the camera not as a
scientific apparatus, but as a means of expressing the inner world of the
sitter. Cameron’s photographic blurs and scratches heighten North’s felt
experience and discomfort in the burning Ceylon sun.6 Wrapping a
white shawl over her skin, her entirely draped figure is framed by a
palm that also sheds layers of trunk as leaves are held in graphic array.
It is in these ‘poses of photosynthesis’ that I want to capture the contri-
bution made by North to conflicts between botanical theories of the nine-
teenth century and those of the present.7 This involves looking beyond the
reductionist view of anthropomorphism to the contribution of artists.

A Victorian installation artist, North’s life’s work was made in her
large permanent gallery that remains in Kew Gardens to this day. She
created an immersive experience for the visitor by diagrammatically
hanging eight hundred and thirty-two of her paintings without any
space between them. This intensity of immersion created by a single
artist’s spatial and illusionistic installation resonates with late twentieth-
century debates in curatorial strategies for art on an architectural scale.8

Where her paintings did not quite fit seamlessly frame by frame, she
painted additional strips, attaching these to fill the gaps. Mirroring the
greenhouses with her paints she embedded twigs and other parts of the
plants she had collected into her pigments, again experimenting with
media far in advance of her contemporaries.9

The Marianne North Gallery, as she conceived it, is a ‘rest house for
tired visitors’ who undergo a dramatic shift from immersion in organic
growth to her oil painted Gesamtkunstwerk.10 The gallery houses an
extreme boundary between paint and plant that the visitor experiences
in the transition between gardens and gallery. The phenomenological
extremity of the gallery is not just ‘a unique adjunct to a botanic
garden’ but a kaleidoscope of the world, designed into the miniature
plant universe of Kew Gardens.11 Organised geographically, North’s
installation was based on a personal aesthetic rather than the conventional
modes of display in the colonial botanic garden and museum.
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In contrast, the Marianne North Gallery’s non-hierarchical combi-
nation of approaches marks her out as a problematic figure whose
work sits uneasily in relation to the established scientific and artistic con-
ventions of the nineteenth century. The art historian Lynne Gladston
anachronistically calls the North Gallery a ‘Cabinet of Curiosities’, as
if it belonged belatedly to an earlier modern and universal mode of
display, arranged according to material.12 The world within North’s
gallery is the globe inside-out. North was fascinated with the massive
extrusions that the Morton Bay fig tree’s roots produce above the
surface of the earth and installed her paintings with an equally closed
grip of tentacles: a complete vertical growth, to describe it as a salon
hang of several paintings densely lined up and down a wall says
nothing of the strangle-hold that each cell of a painting has on the
wall and all within – totality desired, in eight hundred and thirty-two
paintings, continent by continent.

I will argue that for North a process of what I call ‘becoming vegeta-
lised’ by plant subjects can mean thinking and making with plants, not
just condescending to them as intelligent like humans, in a reductive
form of anthropomorphism.13 An openness to becoming vegetalised or
thinking with plants as complex living beings comes from Carla Hustak
and Myers’s reading of Darwin, which I in turn use as a prism through
which to read North, both in and of herself and in relation to Darwin.

David Edward Allen, photomontage from the series ‘pear tree’, winter 2015/2016, fine art inkjet pigment print, 56.8 × 40.6 cm
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Botanical Drift in the Marianne North Gallery, from left to right: Natasha Eaton, Tom Snow, Mark Nesbitt, Caroline
Cornish, Natasha Myers, Alana Jelinek, Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll, Philip Kerrigan, Rebecca Anderson, 5 June
2014, photo © Olaf Pascheit
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Herbarium specimen of Myriophyllum aquaticum, several collectors, Colombia, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew (K000395187)
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North provides an early critique of the colonial botanist and artist as
mere hunter. Actor Network Theory’s refocusing on non-human agency
enables this view of North as inverting the human expert in relation to
non-human life.14 In the process, North may be seen to contribute more
than just botanical theories. In what Mihnea Mircan would call a ‘Daph-
nian’ transformation from woman to tree, the superiority of the human
species that might be attributed to Darwin’s theories does not find illus-
tration in North’s non-hierarchical gallery.15 The artist’s representation
of botany instead provides a counter to the colonial economic enterprise
that she witnesses first-hand.

Conflict in Botanical Theories: Darwin andMalthus

Embedded into North’s plant paintings are biographical and historical
sources in which botany is instrumental to the beginning of the free
market and evolutionary theories, which come into being at the same
time.16 This section reads these theories as a context in which North com-
posed her paintings of botany in conflict.

In 1855, North began her flower portraiture in London and her father,
with whom she lived, complained of her making ‘a most exclusive business
of’ painting.17 This focus crystallised into the proposal she sent to the
director Joseph Hooker in 1879 to build the gallery in the gardens for
her paintings. In Kew, the botanical sciences and the botanical arts are
kept at a distance because of a seemingly unresolvable conflict over the
interpretation and representation of botany. Lorraine Daston has
written about the history of botanical illustrations in which the artist is
keenly supervised by scientists on the presumption that the artist lacks
the knowledge to make accurate scientific representations.18

North’s contribution as an artist to the botanical discourses that
inform the field to this day has been overshadowed by being cast as
merely a female flower painter of the nineteenth century. The biographical
details of her class and contacts that enabled her to travel around the
British Empire at the time provide an important backdrop but have nar-
rowed the scope of the reception history of her paintings.19 Biographies
tend to emphasise that North’s father knew William Hooker when he
was director of Kew Gardens and North later knew William Hooker’s
son Joseph, who succeeded his father as director of Kew. This has the
effect of presenting the unruly female artist achieving her tour de force
gallery through (male) family connections, rather than her own agency
and intentionality.20

Theories of conflict between species came to the fore in the field of
botany in the nineteenth century through the work of Darwin.21 North
received direct advice from Darwin on where to go to paint her plant pro-
tagonists and presumably how to realise her larger intellectual project
through painting the plants of the world.22 The Origin of Species was
published in 1859 using material from Darwin’s Beagle expedition.23 It
set out the scientific theory of natural selection as the process by which
populations evolve, which is considered the foundation of evolutionary
biology, but it also had a wider influence on disciplines such as anthropol-
ogy and botany.
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Marianne North, Scotchman Hugging a Creole, Brazil, oil on paper, 1880, © Board of Trustees of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew
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There are at least twoways of reading Darwin’s influence onNorth and
the discourse of ‘botanical conflicts’. The neo-Darwinian one is to read
The Origin of Species as foregrounding violent conflict and survival of
the fittest. The other, in contrast, is to read the moments in Darwin and
North’s works where there is an openness to influence from the plant, of
the kind that does not assert the superiority of the human species. North
has traditionally been aligned with Darwinism, but contemporary reap-
praisals of her by feminist environmental historians, such as Natasha
Myers, place her also within the latter reading of Darwin.24 In an article
on ‘Involutionary Momentum’, Myers and Hustak pursue a subtle but
important difference in the way that Darwin has been received by biologi-
cal science. They characterise the resistance of ‘Neo-Darwinians’ to ‘the
moments of perplexity, excess, and affective pull, moments when
Darwin got caught up in the energetic momentum that ingathers organ-
isms in complex ecological relations’.25 ‘Ingathering’ and ‘involuting’ are
terms that propel their counter reading of Darwin as being drawn into
the sexual play of plants, hence ‘involuting evolution’. The pleasure
plants experience in Darwin’s observations of them are reduced to a
rational, calculating, functionalist logic of reproductive outputs. Chemical
ecology has discovered a ‘selfish gene’ that regulates the energy expendi-
ture of plants and enhances reproductive fitness for long-term species sur-
vival.26 Hustak andMyers contrast the chemical ecologists’ instruments for
capturing volatile chemical attractants to Darwin’s methods of observation,
in which he describes the sensual textures and colours, the tastes and smells
of pollinators.27 It is the difference in the language used to represent plant
sex and violence, attributed to interspecies relationalities, and registered in
contrasting scientific practices, that this article also seeks to tease out.

It has been argued by Philip Kerrigan that North’s paintings illustrated
Darwin’s theories.28 The violent conflict between species has been seen as
evident in paintings of the carnivorous and strangler plants. However, a
rejection of neo-Darwinian theories of botany provides a potential
counter-interpretation of North’s illustration of ideas concerning contin-
ual conflict in Darwin, which can be made based on her paintings,
diaries and artistic process. The erotic charge of North’s flower paintings
also contributes to this argument about the ‘vegetalization’ of her vision.29

Kerrigan argues that North struggled to reconcile the natural beauty of the
plants, which she saw and enjoyed around her, with the knowledge that
they were continuously engaged in conflict with each other. He attributes
this cognitive dissonance to a romantic and natural theological view of
nature, one that wishes to equate what is beautiful with what is harmo-
nious. In this reading of North, a moral judgement of conflict is read
into the language of her diaries. North writes: ‘It seemed difficult to
believe that those delicate velvet leaves and crimson stalks which orna-
ment the tree so kindly at first, should start with the express intention of
murdering it and taking its place!’30 In contradiction to the most
obvious reading of this language, the strangler figs are not painted as ‘mur-
derers’ in Scotchman Hugging a Creole, to give one of several instances of
violence in her paintings. Instead, relational stranglehold could be read as
central to North’s whole project, and the ‘hugging’ colonial Scotsman
could be strangling ‘a creole’. Hierarchy and domination play out
between plant species but also between humans and non-humans in
North’s paintings and biography. ‘Another day we rode father [sic] into
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the forest, and saw still bigger bunya tress, and great skeleton fig-trees
hugging some other victim-tree to death, with its roots spreading over
the ground at its base like the tentacles of some horrid sea-monster.’31

On the topic of relationality, North historiography tends to dwell on
her father and her choice to paint rather than to marry after his death.
Do her plant protagonists play out relationships of dependence that she
experienced in life? With questions like these, which are a product of
the literature on North, does the personal biography play into the depoli-
ticisation of the figure of the female artist?

North’s vast oeuvre of plant paintings is a portrait of the politics of
empire, including the dramatic extraction of natural resources, in cotton
plantations for instance, and many other sites of colonial economic
botany. The section of her diary that immediately follows the account
of strangler figs in Sarawak, Borneo, is rarely cited but makes a link
between the felling of victim-trees and colonial genocide: ‘The work of
destruction had begun, and civilized men would soon drive out not only
the aborigines but their food and shelter,’ she writes in Australia.32 The
concerns of humanitarian discourses about indigenous poverty after colo-
nisation due to lack of access to land is clearly felt throughout her texts.
The discipline of botany, which researched resource extraction through
agriculture using indentured and slave labour, operated in the wider
context of colonial control and North openly critiques its misuse. The
commodity histories represented in some of the other articles of this
special issue are but a sample of the vast botanical resources that the
British (and other) empires researched and in part cultivated and exported
(for example sugar, rubber, spice).

North describes indigenous ‘brush-turkey’ hunting with the technical
detail of a proto-anthropologist and vilifies the ‘useless murder’ of the
hunting of animals for pleasure:

Great piles of sawdust and chip, with some huge logs, told that the work of
destruction had begun, and civilized men would soon drive out not only the
aborigines but their food and shelter. Under the trees were many of the
leafy mounds made by the brush-turkeys to put their eggs in…A poor
little sloth-bear, was shot for me before I could say ‘don’t’ – so soft and
harmless, all wood and no body or bones. I felt so sorry for the useless
murder. They [the indigenous people maintaining the land] also burned
the grass…When by accident the flames come too near, every white
man, woman and child has to take branches and beat it out, which the
blacks sit down and sigh. The young grass is stifled by the sense mass of
dry tufts above it. The only way of giving it necessary room and air is by
burning off the old grass, and its ashes are the best manure for the young
shoots.33

North astutely recognises the importance of ‘burning off’ in Aboriginal
land management practices which are still today struggling to assert them-
selves in the dominantly white parks and gardens culture of Australia.
These critical sections of her diaries can also be read within the larger
move to civilise the hunter-gatherer societies into becoming belated
participants in the Neolithic Revolution in which settlement and new
knowledge of agriculture led to the domestication of plants. Her obser-
vations as guest of the colonial elite in India, Java, Ceylon, Borneo,
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Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and the Seychelles during her
world-wide travels around the British dominions are not confined to the
quaint outputs of the picturesque Victorian flower painter photographed
on the terrace.34 Her diary includes a conservationist’s scrutiny of the
‘destruction’ of plants, animals and people (of the ‘native’ as they were
classified together in the nineteenth century).

Colonial expeditions set out specifically with the aim to collect plants –
Kew’s extant ‘Wardian case’ was the first portable greenhouse, the trans-
port mechanism for economic botany. What follows the cultivation of
economic crops of sugar and other plants are monocultures and systems
of slavery. Economic plants are said to go through four phases of becom-
ing: domestication, exchanges, modes of production and regulation.35

Kew’s Economic Botany Collection (formerly Museum of Economic
Botany) is a nineteenth-century collection of materials from throughout
the globe that continues to collect and now holds over eighty-five thou-
sand specimens.

North’s paintings are hybrid also in the sense that they are composite
fictions, artistic and scientific, based on the relationships of live plants and
of long-dead plants that she observed. For instance, the Amherstia nobilis
was not in flower when she was in Borneo, so she painted it from a speci-
men in the Kew herbarium. She sets its orchid-like blossoms in a beckon-
ing hand gesture against a backdrop of other plants. Like Darwin’s
complex description based on the senses, what Hustak and Myers call
‘affective entanglement’ with orchids in the event of fertilisation, in
North’s paintings we also see plants signalling and conducting interspecies
communication.36 This is in contrast with the contemporary neo-
Darwinian reduction of plants to reactive automatons. Hustak and
Myers’s feminist turn to ‘affective ecology’ instead looks at Darwin’s
search for experimental proof of orchid fertilisation, attuned to pleasure
and play in the process. Open thereby to how plants are internalised
and take effect on the human body with their ‘extensive, distributed,
entangling’ plant bodies, for Hustak and Myers, Darwin’s ‘multisensory
experimental techniques’ continue in a trajectory of thinking about
plants that they attribute to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari.37

To ‘become vegetalized’ means to observe the effect of plants with a
greater freedom than a scientific expert in botany or an artist in his
employ had the capacity to do in the nineteenth century. While there are
countless precedents of nineteenth-century amateur artists and scientists
who clearly fetishise and thereby include an erotic charge in their
images of nature, Marianne North unfurls flower painting as a genre
beyond what has traditionally been regarded as lowly kitsch in the aca-
demic hierarchy of fine art. A lack of access to nudes – as opposed to
North’s male counterparts who would have had unquestioned access –

meant that Victorian women painters were relegated to an array of ‘appro-
priate’ subject matter. Art history has made a lot of this limitation for
women of only being able to paint landscapes, children and flowers.38

However, just as North’s cosmopolitan thinking cannot be reduced to
her class, her obsessional painting cannot be classified as part of a
dilettantish array of feminine crafts.39 Nor is North disabled by the
genre of flower portraits; on the contrary she paints plants with a dissol-
ution of rational form comparable in its intensity to Van Gogh. Hung
together as they are, the paintings overwhelm familiar formats of
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human perception. With them North asserts not only her own artistic
agency but a coherent philosophy that is based on her own perspective
on what we might in retrospect call the ‘affective entanglements’ of a vege-
talised Darwinism.

Naturalising rapacious competition and violent hierarchies is one
aspect of Darwin’s theories that is read from North’s paintings by Alana
Jelinek and Philip Kerrigan, for different reasons.40 Jelinek emphasises
that North and Darwin were working at a time governed by liberal econ-
omics. In botanic economy, as in the financial predictions for future popu-
lations, the fittest and strongest were seen to win out over the weaker in
the competition for resources. This idea can be traced from Darwin
back to Thomas Malthus’s An Essay on the Principle of Population
(1798) in which he argues that population growth tends to outpace its
means of subsistence unless kept in check by factors such as disease,
famine or war, or else by lowering the birth rate through such means as
sexual abstinence.41

The ontology of neo-Darwinian science is of a fully mechanised set of
narratives about reproduction and economy. If inverted, Kerrigan’s theory

Member of Kew staff, possibly Harry Ruck, Storekeeper, packing a Wardian case, 1940, © Board of Trustees of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew
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Marianne North painting a Tamil boy in Mrs Cameron’s house, Ceylon, by Julia Margaret Cameron,
1877, Wikimedia Commons
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about the influence of Darwin’s science on North’s anthropomorphism of
plants instead visualises how Darwin was taken in or ‘vegetalized’, as
Myers has put it, by plants.42 North’s paintings can then be read as
visual evidence of plant protagonists’ agency to ‘involute evolution’.
Darwin was anthropomorphising the plants with human-like intelligence,
but even more so, their plant intelligence took Darwin in.

Plant sentience that is not human is made visible in North’s oeuvre.
This is possible in painting because it is not bound to the same conventions
that the scientists are in claiming that plants are non-sentient.43 North
expands on the non-conventional aspect of Darwin’s thought that recog-
nised plant sentience. Responding to North, Myers has argued that the-
ories of mechanism fail because of the contradiction between views of
organisms as rational actors making choices but also as blind automatons
without agency.44 North’s storytelling through these images is not a
simple illustration of conflict in Darwin’s theories of evolution but a
fully-fledged vegetal philosophy that runs counter to mainstream botani-
cal historiographies. Recent plant philosophy draws mention of botany
from far and wide to illustrate philosophical concepts, a research
process that has to be distinguished from observing a plant, as far as is
possible, in its own terms.45

Colonial Classification: Colenso and Hooker

Reverend William Colenso arrived as a missionary in Aotearoa (New
Zealand) in 1834, was defrocked in 1852 for fathering an illegitimate
Māori son, and went on to become a politician, activist for Māori
causes, translator and botanical specimen collector for Kew, promulgating
the use of Māori names for New Zealand species, rather than the formerly
unquestioned use of Latin/English for the classification of New Zealand
plant species. Colenso and North’s work and lived experience both oper-
ated within and contributed to imperial categorisations of life forms, and
variously challenged imperial hierarchies from within, having to negotiate
the conflicts between botanical theories that animated the nineteenth
century. Bringing North together with Colenso is a juxtaposition that
reflects my methods as an art historian which are informed by my practice
as an artist and curator. The form of historical revisionism in my practice
aims to enliven the significance (now and then) of the failure to recognise
and legitimise North and Colenso amongst their privileged, colonial peers.

North already commented as she travelled past hop-gardens in the
colony of Victoria that ‘it is curious how we have introduced all our
[British] weeds, vices, and prejudices into Australia, and turned the
natives (even the fish) out of it’.46 This register of complaint about the
environmental impact of the colony on local life in her writing resonates
withmany other botanists and collectors such asWilhelm von Blandowski.
Blandowski’s career ended spectacularly in the colony of Victoria, Austra-
lia after pitting Aboriginal nomenclature against colonial scientific nomen-
clature.47 North was not alone – as a collector of specimens, a plant hunter
for Kew from the British Empire – in finding Kew’s economic botany at
odds with the local plant-hunting practices. Her experience of not being
taken seriously as a scientific collector of specimens for Kew’s herbarium
was not only because she was a woman and an artist. There was great
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competition among botanical collectors at the time because of the honour
of discovering new specimens. Money could be made from collecting in
the colonies and here too North found herself outside her field, for the col-
lectors were a mix of paid ‘artisan’ collectors and ‘gentlemen’ who circu-
lated the globe collecting botany for the scientific centre-of-empire to
which they would send their specimens.48 In these centres, the specimens
would be assessed by the experts in charge: in London’s Kew it was the
Hookers (father and son) who established and controlled the collection.

While in Melbourne, the renowned botanist Baron von Mueller
‘calmly pocketed’ the Eucalyptus macrocarpa that North had collected
and ‘was saving for Kew’.49 Such complaints in her diary reflect the
network of colonial botanists operating both in conflict with the local
indigenous populations and their botanical practices and with the lesser
collectors for Hooker in Kew. In the Kew Gardens archives there are
many more letters accompanying plant specimens from collectors fru-
strated by colonial botany. A digression into the letters from Aotearoa
sent by just one such collector, Colenso, gives further detail to the
context in which nineteenth-century conflicts over botany were being
administrated in the centres of empire. In his letters to Hooker,
Colenso argued persistently for the inclusion of Māori names for the
plants he was collecting.

Colenso’s letter from Monday 3 August 1846 is a prime example:

My Dear Hooker
… I have sent you portions 2/3rds and more of everything I have laid hands
on, and have numbered them all, or nearly so; and that, principally, for this
reason – should you wish to get any better specimens of any of the scraps, in
your sending me the No. I shall be the better able to secure them for you, I
have, also, given you a List (in the Case) with a few remarks en passant
which, brief as they are, may not altogether be unacceptable. You will
also find a few Bones for Prof. Owen…
Having written so very much (considering how greatly pressed I am for
time) for you, in the ‘List’ – this letter will necessarily be short. How is it,
my dear Sir William that so many of the Native names of places and
things get so often misspelt – both in ‘the Lond. Jour. of Bot.’ and in the
‘Icones plant.’? – I can but think that I wrote them plainly. If it be at all
desirable to make known the locality, such can only be attained by strictly
adhering to the orthography; for such is the construction of the N.Z.
language (possessing only 14 letters) that the omission or alteration of a
single letter in a word is sufficient wholly to destroy its meaning, or
(what is worse) to transform it into a word of more than equivocal sense.
– Allow me, also, to request, that you will be pleased to turn to Cunn’s.
Ms., for the specific name of his N.Z. Persoonia which cannot (must not)
be ‘Tora’ (a most obscene word); Toru is the Native name of the Tree,
and Cunningham, who had all the names either from, or corrected by,
the Missionaries, – must have written it Toru. If you find it to be as I
suppose, you can easily alter it; and if not, do try to change its nom. sp.,
for any person, however respectable, using such a word to a Native
(in enquiring after the Tree), would infallibly insure to himself anything
but a good reputation.50

In over fifty years of correspondence with his ‘Dear Hooker’, Colenso
recurrently urged him in this tone to adopt local names and hence
systems of thinking about botany. By learning the Māori language,
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Carved Maori gourd (Lagenaria siceraria), given to Kew by William Colenso in 1853, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (EBC
54668)
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Kew JDH/2/1/4, Colenso’s letters to Joseph Hooker, Royal Botanic Gardens (Kew), Records
Originals at Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Library Letters
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Colenso began to see the mistakes that were being made in the classifi-
cation of local plants. The implication was that they were being incorrectly
named, which in nineteenth-century Natural History was part of global
centre-periphery conflicts about the power over botanical rules and defi-
nitions.51 In this context, challenges to European science stemming from
colonial expeditions resulted in the establishment of a British Association
for the Advancement of Science commission in 1842, which proposed

Oil of tıt̄oki (Alectryon excelsum), given to Kew by William Colenso in 1851, Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew (EBC 62303)
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rules for nomenclature in natural science, aiming to counter uncontrolled
proliferation of naming in the colonies.52 Hooker described the problem in
regards to the Australian botanist Ferdinand vonMueller, saying he ‘keeps
vomiting forth new genera& species with the lack of judgement of a steam
dreading machine’.53 In the literature this is presented as a result of ignor-
ance, the young colonies presenting excess and chaos to the imperial scien-
tific system. It can also be seen as systemic difference through which local
observation produced a plant knowledge that did not align with imperial
botany.

‘Language arises from landscape’, Colenso wrote in his essay on the
failures of colonial nomenclature.54 He was infuriated by the lack of his
suggested indigenous names being adopted and was unrelenting through-
out his life in lobbying Kew to alter its stance on the nomenclature.
However, burdened by unequal power relations, there is a settler-colonial
sense for the hilarity and anger with which colonial botany would be
received by the locals. Peter Wells’s biography of Colenso reads his
relationship to Hooker from their exchange of letters and against the shift-
ing power relations between them. While once Colenso had been grovell-
ing in his offerings of plant specimens to Kew and Hooker harsh in his
criticism of them, later Colenso fundedHooker’s book.Wells reads Colen-
so’s critiques of Hooker’s Hand Book of the New Zealand Flora (cited at
length below) as payback for the way he rejected the names and species of
new botany that he had proposed to Kew.

Specimens, when sent to London, were to be classified as Hooker saw
fit, and none of their indigenous names or taxonomic relationships were
maintained in Kew’s records, which meant that the same mistakes contin-
ued to be made again and again. On 29 November 1865, Colenso sent
name-by-name errata of ‘Dr. Hooker’s Hand Book of N. Zealand
Flora’, in which he returns again to the Persoonia he wrote to the
author’s father about twenty years earlier:

Discaria Toumatou (!!) I hate this sp. name. It is a great pity you did not
earlier make this a sp. I found it in 1838, and sent it early to Cunningham
[Allan, 1791–1839, Government Botanist for New South Wales, visited
NZ twice, the second time spending 3 months with Colenso: Floræ Insu-
larum Novæ Zelandiæ Precursor, published piecemeal between 1837 and
1840], and to Sir W. Hooker, pointing out certain differences: (vide,
L. Jl. Botany, vol. iii. p.17) ‘Toumatou’! (if it means anything, means
Anus albus tuus!! (‘Your white bum.’) its native name is expressive, Tuma-
takuru (Matagouri, a thorny bush: tumatakuru also means to show con-
sternation, to be apprehensive.) (The French have invariably made gross
mistakes in attempting to give the Māori name of anything).55

Likely Colenso’s own ‘white ass’was an object of ridicule for theMāori, and
the tragic comedy of the colonial archive was nevermore pronounced than in
this passage. The missionary’s anxiety over decorum is formalised in taxo-
nomic terms, conveyed with a complaint for remaining peripheral to the
British establishment. As Wells rhetorically asks, is this ‘a version of
Colenso baring his colonial buttocks to his one-time metropolitan master?’56

The historian of science Jim Endersby, one of Joseph Hooker’s bio-
graphers, while acknowledging keen interest in Colenso, only spends a
page in his volume on him. However critical, the great-man-biography
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becomes dominated by its central subject with whom author and reader
often begin to identify. The Hookers furthermore dominate the historio-
graphy of botanical science because of the volume of material collected
and preserved at Kew. It is more difficult to read behind this archive,
into the lost responses and archives outside the centre-of-empire
botany. Yet in the living practices and plant cultivation, ethnobotanists
and artists continue to study and expand their relationships with plants.

Colenso’s letters are written in desperate snatches, formal and respect-
ful as a servant, laying specimens, botanical knowledge and these letters at
the feet of the Hookers. On the other hand, Colenso became increasingly
embedded in his local Aotearoa. He lived with the Māori and worked on a
Māori dictionary, but is to this day treated with local contempt by the
Māori.57 Within the cross-cultural context of the settler colony, Colonso’s
lobbying for the recognition of Māori terms in established botany allies
itself with indigenous interests. We can only speculate – since he doesn’t
relay to Hooker what he learns from his Māori wife about the mysteries
of the verdant islands – but he readily betrays his erstwhile mentor
Allan Cunningham’s confusion, and claims that learning the Māori
language was the only way to understand another order of living things.
What ways of collection and cultivation, let alone didactic botany did
his Māori family teach him? Through the names he lists in his letters
and dictionary there is a sense of a rich ecological knowledge imparted
to Colenso. Within Māori meeting houses and territories, there is an elab-
orate system for growing and for the livelihood of plants.58 Women know
where and when to gather the flax for their weaving and we can imagine
that Colenso felt responsible to his local community to ensure the records
he and the Hookers took so seriously in Kew were not full of the mistakes
easily made by an outsider.

The mesh of people, plants, places, and the ways they mutually feed off
each other had their influence on the collector. Greeting and haere ra
(Māori departure) to show respect to ancestral plants, as also to
people, is imparted in Aotearoa along with the names learned. Colenso
spoke to plants; he confessed late in life to Hooker how vocally vegetalised
he was:

My choices hours (days) are spent far away in the solitary sub-alpine
forests, whither I generally resort 2–3 times in the year, far from the
haunts of man. I have said ‘solitary’ – but I am never solitary there, – all
know me & welcome me (don’t laugh) – the ancient trees, shrubs, ferns,
plants, mosses, Hepaticae, etc. etc., we know each other and I often
speak to them, & not unfrequently your name is mentioned aloud &
much oftener thought on.59

How did Colenso’s thinking contrast with the sanitised manicure of
plants in Kew Gardens that is so alien to the Aotearoa he knew? His
archive provides a background to the parameters of exclusion that
were maintained in Kew’s Economic Botany Collection, and is compar-
able to North’s gallery in its subversion of typical (colonial) modes of
respectful address, modes of collection and politics of display. In both
of their projects at Kew the antipodean taxonomies shadow the hierar-
chies in the colonial system. These exclusions were not only carried out
towards its ‘others’ (ie, colonised, or non-human objects) but also
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internally, towards women, artists or the kind of deviant (to the formal
order of botany and clergy) that was Colenso. Just as Augustin Pyrame
de Candolle’s taxonomy was embodied by the viewer who walked
through the Kew museum’s display, the North Gallery and Colenso’s
archive of letters, specimens and especially his suggestions for indigen-
ous nomenclature present expansions within their botanical and episte-
mic conflicts.60 One might even go so far as to say that Kew’s lack of a
response to and exclusion of Colenso’s suggested Māori nomenclature
represents an ‘epistemicide’ in Boaventura de Sousa Santos’s terms.61

Though the Māori language retains local names and knowledge of
plants to this day, the classifications Colenso was writing about are
not straightforward to reconstruct over a century later. For instance,
during fieldwork in Colenso’s part of the North Island of Aotearoa, I
found that any knowledge of the significance of the Tumatakuru, Mata-
gouri, or Persoonia, the honour of which Colenso was defending so
adamantly to Kew, was gone or was withheld, at least as far as I
could see.

Conclusion

The ‘useful’ and the ‘curious’ have been the two guiding categories of
collecting plant specimens and conducting botanical research in
centres of laboratory science and biology. The ‘curious’ camp, which
art traditionally inhabits, is a wide catch-all category for aberrations
to the European scientific academy, from which the global south and
its epistemologies are excluded. Colenso can be reread through
Santos’s ‘southern epistemologies’ that have recently been avowed as
ongoing casualties of the colonial project, and other contemporary post-
colonial frameworks for dealing with what Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak, in ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’, called ‘epistemic violence’.62

Strictly exclusionary, the space of once economic expansion in the nine-
teenth century in Kew might be thought to maintain a resistance to a
perceived botanical conflict, the conflict in botanical theory in which,
a Māori classification system, for instance, threatens the established
order. However, with the changing use of the botany archive, an
increasing number of Māori visiting researchers work with Mark
Nesbitt, curator of the Economic Botany Collection at Kew, to find
meaning in the collections.63

Looking from the nineteenth century forward, North can now be read
instead through twenty-first-century postcolonial, decolonial and feminist
critiques of science. North’s gallery is, anachronically, an immersive instal-
lation and vegetal embrace of the human viewer, which is both in conflict
with Kew’s exhibition of plants and with the neo-Darwinian botanical the-
ories of conflict between species that have dominated since Malthus.
When considered in relation to the lobbying of Kew by the artisan
collector William Colenso, the struggles that the Victorian plant hunter
Marianne North had as she exhibited her paintings show some historical
basis for the conflicts between art and science, in which botany, as a dis-
cipline in the service of economic gain, is in conflict with a recognition of
plants as sentient and intelligent.
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